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A Message for 2020 

 
From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We welcome you as  
you now transition into your new year of 2020. A year of the full expression of you, 
standing in your power, knowing who you are, being who you are, and affecting 
change in your life and the world outside of you. Bringing your modalities, 
endeavors, your talents and gifts out into the world in a greater way that you have 
ever known.  Most important, it is a year to create the essence and truth of 
collective consciousness. Connecting with like minded, like soul’d, like heart’d 
individuals who carry the essence and beingness of who they are out into the world 
and raise the resonance and vibration.   
 
As you move from 2019 into 2020 it is a transition into raising your resonance and 
vibration. It is a transition into connecting with those who resonate and vibrate as 
you, who have the same goals, mission and purpose and create relationships in 
collective consciousness.  It is a collective consciousness of love, peace, 
community, harmony, equality.  
 
You are now moving from the feminine energy and transitioning into a more 
assertive masculine energy. Your year of 2020 is a year of asserting yourself out 
into the world, it is a year of assertiveness.   
 
Many characterize the masculine energy as being aggressive. You see this out in 
your world. Many are balancing the feminine and masculine energy within. When 
you integrate the feminine energy you move to a new level of compassion and 
acceptance of self.  The healed or healthy definition of the feminine energy is 
compassion and acceptance. It is important now to be more assertive with your 
compassion and acceptance and continue with this throughout your year of 2020. 
Be more assertive with the compassion and acceptance of self. As you become 
more assertive with compassion and acceptance of self you will become more 
assertive outside of you with compassion and acceptance of others.  With this said, 
it is now most important to connect deeper within and connect to the masculine 
self, the healthy or healed masculine energy of assertiveness. By doing so you can 
move out into the world more assertively and have more of what you say you want.  
You can now bring you out into the world more assertively saying, “ I am now 
bringing me and who I am in the full beingness of me along with my talents and 
gifts and this is what I want.”   
 



Your year of 2020 is a year of expressing the full beingness of who you are and 
move out into the world more assertively, bringing yourself to the world and open 
your heart through the assertiveness of compassion and acceptance and begin to 
receive what you say you want.  It is about opening your heart to bring in what you 
say you want and opening the doorways to a full realization of the balance of 
giving and receiving.  It is about looking at your giving and looking at your 
receiving and moving assertively out into the world giving your talents, gifts and 
abilities and opening your heart to assertively receive.  
 
In many ways the year of 2020 is about truth, the truth of what you say you want. It 
is about being your message, being what you are saying.  If you are saying what 
you want in your life, what you are seeking in your life is this, it is now about 
opening your heart and honoring this. Being your message.   It is now time to have 
what you want and be more assertive and move out into the world to create what 
you want.  Having what you want in the full expression of the beingness of you.  
 
As you move through your year of 2020 it is about connecting more deeply with 
the masculine energy within you. Moving out into the world stating, “This is what I 
want, this is who I am being and I am now opening my heart to receive have what I 
say I want”.  It is about adhering to your truth and the truth of your being.  If your 
truth is what you say you want, it is now about having it. It is about releasing 
speaking about it. It is now speaking it in your truth assertively, opening your heart 
space to receive it and have it.    
 
As you move out into the world in collective consciousness and look at the world 
outside of you at your political, governmental and corporate systems, it is time to 
see it for what it is. It is not about shifting and changing it in the physical, it is about 
assertively bringing you in collective consciousness to energetically shift the 
resonance and vibration. This is what you are shifting and changing.  You are not 
changing the structure of the old world of form, you are shifting the resonance and 
vibration of it.   
 
As you shift and change your resonance and vibration, you begin to shift and 
change the resonance and vibration outside of you.  It is about making a choice. 
You have a choice to shift and change your resonance, to look at your relationships 
that no longer resonate for you and make the choice to shift and change it.   
 
You are now moving into a year of taking great responsibility for yourself and in 
turn a greater responsibility in collective consciousness with what you are bringing 
to the world. So it is important to look outside of you and see where you are being 
responsible for yourself.  
 
As you look at the world outside of you, you are seeing greater irresponsibility.  
This irresponsibility is people speaking and being irresponsible for what they are 



saying and what they are doing.  If in fact you are moving within, living your truth 
in the powerfulness and beingness of you and who you are, and being responsible 
for you, it is time to look outside of you and hold others accountable for taking 
responsibility for themselves.  This is moving in a collective consciousness of 
responsibility and accountability.  
 
It all comes back to you. Where are you accountable for what you say and what 
you do? Where are you taking responsibility for what you have said and what you 
are saying?  Are you taking full responsibility for your actions? If you hold yourself 
accountable and being self responsible, then you are standing in a powerfulness 
you have never known before.  
 
When you move out into the world in collective consciousness with those who are 
doing and being this, like minded individuals who resonate and vibrate at this 
level, it is time to demand responsibility and accountability from others because 
this is what you demand of yourself and what you know. The collective 
consciousness stands in this power.   
 
“If I am standing in the powerfulness of myself, being a responsible, individuated 
adult, unique unto myself, and hold myself accountable for what I say, what I do 
and my actions, and this is who I am in my truth, this is what I demand and require 
from an other.”    
 
It is now about moving in a collective conscious of this to demand it and require of 
those outside of you.  
 
Your year of 2020 is a year of choices, choices that are important in your world 
globally in the macrocosm and in your political, governmental and corporate 
systems.  If you are demanding accountability and responsibility, it is important is 
collective consciousness to demand it of others. This is important to you. 
 
“If I am an individuated adult, fully expressing my truth to the world, and taking 
responsibility for my word, my actions, holding myself accountable, I now demand 
this of others.” 
 
This is a most important aspect of your year of 2020. Demanding accountability 
and responsibility.  
 
If you are holding yourself accountable and responsible for you, you are moving 
from the wounded child directing your life into an individuated adult. Releasing 
survival consciousness that is a docile consciousness, into a more assertive 
consciousness with the masculine energy moving into abundance.  
 



So it is now time to stand in the powerfulness of you as you move through your 
year of 2020. It will be a year where energy will be dipping and raising in 
increments almost monthly. Energy will raise to a crescendo and lower to a 
crescendo.  
 
The illusion of duality has been created in the world outside of you. It is a year of 
releasing isolation and separation and duality within you. It is a coming together in 
the full beingness of you. See where you isolate and separate yourself, hold 
yourself in duality, either / or, right or wrong, good or bad.  It is about shifting this 
as you move along in 2020.  
 
It all relates to collective consciousness.  It is a collective consciousness of healthy, 
individuated adults, moving assertively out into the world bringing their messages, 
endeavors, modalities, out into the world that raises the resonance and vibration of 
the world. And also educates those to see where they hold themselves as different, 
on a higher level than others, thus separating themselves from others.  
 
Your year of 2020 is a coming together of like minded individuals, perhaps creating 
new soul families in a collective consciousness to bring your world together in 
peace, love, community, harmony and equality.  
 
As you move through your year on a month by month basis, you will see energy 
ebb and flow, raise and lower. As you move from 2019 into 2020, your energy is 
shifting within you. You are seeing the old in your life more clearly before your 
eyes. Many lifetimes of old behaviors, of wounding coming to the fore at the end of 
2019 that is in the process of being released.  
 
As you honor and value you, you can ask yourself, Am I ready to have what I say I 
want?  Am I ready to release telling my story of what I say I want? As you continue 
telling your story, you remain in resistance to what you say you want and in 
resistance of opening your heart space to have it.   
 
It is now about being in relationship with others. What We mean by being, is 
opening your heart space and allowing an other in. This is being in the relationship 
as opposed to holding the relationship at arms length to protect yourself from 
something that the wounded child needs to express to you.  
 
It is about releasing protection, releasing the need to protect yourself.  
What are you protecting yourself from? Protecting your heart space?  
Are you continually preparing yourself?  
Many are continually preparing. It is time to release this.  
Preparing allows you to stay protected.   
It is time to move from your mental body to your heart space.  We have been 
stressing this to you over and over again.  



It is time now to have what you say you want.  
It is time now to be who you are. 
It is time to grow into the infinite, wonderful most glorious child of God that you 
are.    
 
January 
 
As you move into your month of January of 2020, it is the beginning. It is a month 
to assimilate all of the new information WE have given you along with the new 
energies moving in. It is a time to look into the mirror and ask if you are accepting 
and compassionate for you. Ask what you demand of you. Are you responsible? Do 
you hold yourself accountable? 
 
By looking at this, you release the armor around your heart space that holds you in 
a place of duality, separation, and isolation. 
 
Your month of January is the starting point.  
 
Throughout your year of 2020 on a monthly basis, the energies will ebb and flow, 
shift and change. As you move through 2020 energetic systems will come into 
balance, and balance giving and receiving.   
 
January is the opening to all of this.  
 
We know We have giving you a lot to think about. We know what We are 
demanding of you is for you to move into the fully individuated, unique adult that 
you are and hold yourself responsible and accountable for you.   
 
Q+A 
 
It is time to release preparing. It is time to move out into the world with your 
message and express what you say you want. It is time to release the story of your 
life.  It is time to shift and change the old lifetimes that have come to the surface. It 
is time to move into a collective consciousness of nurturing each other.  
 
It is time to open your nurturing heart. Opening your heart to nurture others as they 
move into their blind spots.  It is about nurturing in collective consciousness. This 
is the assertive feminine energy of acceptance and compassion. It is an assertive 
energy of nurturing. It is time to be more assertive with your nurturing.   
 
It is also important to connect with the masculine energy within, and move out into 
the world assertively. In doing this it is also very important to connect and combine 
it with the feminine energy of compassion and acceptance.  If you focus on just 
one you will continue on a path of duality. It is most important to combine both the 



masculine and feminine energy now. As you connect with the healthy masculine 
energy of assertiveness within that raises your resonance and vibration of your will 
for life, to have what you say you want, make a mark in the world, and stand for 
yourself, it is important to combine this with the assertive feminine of acceptance, 
compassion and nurturing.  
 
Energies are shifting and changing rapidly. It ebbs and flows and there are highs 
and lows. As you move out into the world assertively, you will inevitably hit a 
blind spot. This is when the assertive feminine moves in and open your heart space 
with acceptance, compassion and nurturing.  
 
As you move out into the world with the premise of collective consciousness, it is 
always important to open your heart and nurture others along the way.   
 
It is time to see those for who they are in their wounding.  
Look at your governmental, political and corporate systems, to see their need for 
power and control. This is unhealthy. If you can look at your life where might you 
need power and control, perhaps in a relationship? The thinking is, if I have power 
and control over it then I am superior to it.  
 
XXXX When moving in a collective consciousness of community and equality it is 
important to know that each unique, individuated adult is of equal value, their self 
expression, truth and what they have to give is important. This is the message and 
what you demand in your life. Within in this is responsibility and accountability. It 
is about being your message.  
 
As you look at what you want in your life it is about having it.  Are you opening 
your heart space and welcoming this into your life and ready for it to have it? It is 
about assertively opening your heart, standing in the truth of having what you say 
you want and assertively receiving it. What We mean by this is receiving more 
deeply than you ever have before without protecting yourself. It is about knowing 
what you want and opening your heart space to have it.  For many, the reason why 
you haven’t had what you say you want is because you are protecting yourself 
through the wounds of the child.  
 
You have enough tools now and created nurturing relationships that when a blind 
spot shows itself, and you begin to feel deep feelings from the wounds of the child, 
and move closer to what you say you want, it is important to utilize these tools and 
connect with an other. This will support you to move you through the blind spot  
and keep you moving forward as the individuated adult to have what you say you 
want.   This is a collective consciousness of nurturing, support, guidance and 
equality.  
 
 



The Energy on the Planet  
 
The energy of your planet is shifting. It is raising the resonance and vibration to a 
place of full transparency and authenticity. You are now seeing those outside of 
you for who they are. Seeing them in their wounded self. Energies supporting 
transparency and authenticity are moving in on your earthly plain. This is why We 
are asking you to take full responsibility and become accountable for yourself. Thus 
being transparent and authentic.  
 
What you are seeing in the world outside of you is the veil being lifted. Most of 
what you see in the world is transparent. Yet it is up to you to see this. See now 
what is transpiring in the world and then see what it is triggering within you. For 
many they are seeing their attachments to the world, seeing their powerlessness in 
relationship to the world outside. But more important you are seeing a deeper 
sense of your truth.   What resonates and what doesn’t for you out in the world? 
 
Much has been revealed for you both personally and in the world outside of you. 
You are seeing the duality of the world, and the polarity as well. More so what has 
been revealed is truth and untruth.  You are seeing the truth in the world outside of 
you, in the political, governmental and corporate systems. You are seeing the 
transparency and authenticity of it whether it be healed or unhealed.  This is why it 
is now important to demand responsibility and accountability as you move into a 
truth within you that has been illuminated and revealed to you.  
 
The new energy rising in your world supports collective consciousness. It supports 
your truth, your responsibility and accountability for self. It supports you to begin to 
look at this.    
 
 
 
Being the Messenger 
 
As teachings, and messages and energies move within it is important that you hold 
yourself responsible and accountable  for the messages you receive.   
As these messages come to you, it is about seeing yourself in the message. 
As the messages are received by you and it affects you, it raises your resonance and 
vibration. If you have received it and allowed it to affect you, you will see the 
importance of the message, not the importance of you. You are important and have 
unique talents, gifts and abilities. If you have the ability to bring in messages and 
energies from higher realms, this doesn’t make you any different than anyone else. 
It is important to embody each and every message that comes in. See how it affects 
you. Does it resonate? See its importance for you first and then with responsibility 
and accountability to be the message to the best of your ability. You are not only 



the messenger for messages from higher realms, you are being the messenger for 
those messages standing in your truth when you do.  
 
The messages that come in through the messenger are for the messenger first and 
for them to utilize them and look into the mirror first. The messages come to you so 
you can look into the mirror and take a look at you first. Then seeing how the 
messages affect you, you make the choice to bring them to the world to support the 
move into collective consciousness to bring together and join collectively with 
others. It is to move into a collective resonance, a quantum resonance at a higher 
vibration of peace, love community, harmony and equality.  
 
If I am being responsible and accountable to me and I shift that resonance and 
vibration within me, then I can join together in a collective consciousness of 
equality, community, harmony, peace, love, accountability and responsibility. 
Then you can shine this light outside of the collective, the soul family, doing it with 
the collective.  Collectively shining that light on to the world in the macrocosm 
demanding responsibility and accountability.  Doing so because you demand this 
of yourself.  This is the foundation of your truth.  
 
It is now important to hold in place the assertive feminine and move into the 
assertive masculine.  
 
You are now creating new requirements for your relationships.   
We utilize the word demand because it connotates the assertive masculine.  
If you require yourself to be a responsible, individuated adult, and holding myself 
accountable for my actions and my words, this is what I require of others. Within 
this there is a balance of giving and receiving.  What you are doing is requiring 
balance.  
 
If you are more assertive with your self to have compassion and acceptance for 
you, you will assert this out into the world as well. You will see an others 
wounding and assert compassion and acceptance for that wounding.   
   
 
 
 
  
 
        
 
 
  
 
 



 
                      
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
   
 
      
    
 
         
             
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
   
 
 
 
          
 



     
       
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
  

 
	
	


